
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Southborough, MA & Woburn, MA Canton, MA

12-Hour Turnaround Time 24-Hour Turnaround Time

$115 per test. 10 test minimum. 35 test 

maximum.

$115 per test. 10 test minimum. 35 test 

maximum. 

24-48-Hour Turnaround Time 24-48-Hour Turnaround Time

$149 per test. Southborough and Woburn  

locations only. 10 test minimum. 35 test 

maximum. 

Quote Only. 10 test minimum. 35 test 

maximum.  $249 - $299 estimated cost.

48-Hour Turnaround Time 48-Hour Turnaround Time

$225 per test. 10 test minimum. 35 test 

maximum.

$225 per test. 10 test minimum. 35 test 

maximum.

On-site (15-Minute Results) On-site (24-Hour Results)

Up to 75 mile range from Boston, MA Up to 75 mile range from Boston, MA

15-Minute Turnaround Time 24-Hour Turnaround Time

$150 per test. 10 test minimum. 35 test 

maximum. 

$120 per test. 20 test minimum. 100 test 

maximum. 

Discount of 5% for 200 tests, 10% for 300 

tests, 15% for 400 tests and 20% for 500 tests.

24-48-Hour Turnaround Time

Quote Only. 10 test minimum. 35 test 

maximum. $249 - $299 estimated cost.

48-Hour Turnaround Time

$245 per test. 20 test minimum. 100 test 

maximum. 

Discount of 5% for 200 tests, 10% for 300 

tests, 15% for 400 tests and 20% for 500 tests.

Qualifiers: 

1. OccuMed provides collection services only. 

3.  On-site services exceeding the 75 mile range from Boston, MA are subject to extra fees. 

5. All services incorporate decontamination processes at the conclusion of testing/screening operations.

6. There will be additional fees for multiple shifts and/or locations.

OccuMed of New England: COVID-19 Antigen and Antibody Screening Pricing for Central New England

 On-site Antibody 

Test/Screening

Antigen Test/Screening

Antibody Test/Screening

Antigen Test/Screening reveals if a person is currently infected with a pathogen such as the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Once the 

infection has gone, the antigen disappears. 

Antibody Test/Screening reveals if a person has already been exposed to an infection, by detecting antibodies in their 

blood or serum.

On-site Antigen 

Test/Screening

PCR Test/Screening

PCR Test/Screenings are used to directly detect the presence of an antigen, rather than the presence of the body’s 

immune response, or antibodies. By detecting viral RNA, which will be present in the body before antibodies form or 

symptoms of the disease are present, the tests can tell whether or not someone has the virus very early on.

4. Pending on arrangements at the clients location, OccuMed will provide a mobile medical unit that can operate 

independently at the clients facility; or the client may opt to provide an internal examination space (i.e. office conference 

room) with access to bathroom facilities.

2. 15-Minute results provide pre-results.  Final results will be issued to client within 24-hours after medical review. All 

samples are processed and analyzed by a medical professional at ARCpoint Labs. 

One of our Central Test/Screening Locations

Rapid Results Not Available

On-site PCR Test/Screening Rapid Results Not Available


